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Graphene exhibits unique electrical properties on account of its reduced dimensionality and "relativistic" band structure. When contacted with two superconducting electrodes, graphene can support Cooper pair transport, resulting in the well-known Josephson effect. We report here the fabrication and operation of a two junction dc superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) formed by a single graphene sheet contacted with aluminum/palladium electrodes in the geometry of a loop. The supercurrent in this device can be modulated not only via an electrostatic gate but also by an applied magnetic field—a potentially powerful new probe of electronic transport in graphene. Graphene SQUIDs also suggest a new modality for ultrasensitive magnetometry of nanomagnets chemically or physically attached to the carbon surface.

We obtain graphene samples by mechanical exfoliation of graphite flakes on oxidized silicon (SiO₂(285 nm)/Si⁺⁺) wafers and fabricate devices using conventional electron-beam lithography. The two graphene Josephson junctions that form the SQUID are patterned side by side as shown in Figure 1a. The gaps between the metallic electrodes that define the junctions are patterned to be very short (L ∼ 50 nm) and wide (W ∼ 4 µm) to obtain large critical currents. Once the devices are patterned, a 3 nm interfacial layer of palladium, followed by a 50 nm thick aluminum layer is deposited by electron-beam evaporation. Though palladium is a normal metal, superconducting charge carriers from the aluminum top layer can transit through this thin layer that is used to obtain a reliable, low resistance contact to the graphene sheet. The Si⁺⁺ layer serves as an electrostatic back gate common to both junctions.

Low frequency transport measurements are performed on devices anchored to the mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator with base temperature \( T = 20 \text{ mK} \) and equipped with shielded, differential wiring filtered with multiple stages of copper powder and discrete element low pass filters. A small superconducting solenoid mounted above the sample is used to apply the magnetic field. Measurements of the mobility taken in the normal state indicate a mean free path ranging from 10–50 nm which is comparable to the junction length. Below 1 K, a supercurrent is observed, and Figure 1b shows the differential resistance \( \frac{dV}{dI} \) of a typical device as a function of bias current and gate voltage taken at base temperature. The central dark region corresponds to the zero-voltage state. The SQUID critical current is demarcated by the yellow dashed line, and varies in magnitude from one to seven microamperes as a function of gate voltage. Transport processes which involve multiple reflections of charge carriers at the superconductor/graphene interface that result
in the conversion of electrons and holes to Cooper pairs (multiple Andreev reflection)\textsuperscript{5} give rise to a subharmonic gap structure. These features are observed at submultiples of the effective energy gap \(2\Delta_n/e\) and are indicated by the white dashed lines, giving \(\Delta_n \sim 75 \mu\text{eV}\).

Figure 1c demonstrates the effect of a magnetic field applied perpendicular to the device plane. The magnetic flux through the SQUID loop induces a phase difference between the supercurrents passing through the two Josephson junctions and interference should manifest itself as a variation of the total critical current with applied field. The standard relationship for an ideal, low loop inductance tunnel junction SQUID is

\[
I_c = \sqrt{(I_{c1} - I_{c2})^2 + 4 I_{c1} I_{c2} \cos^2 \frac{\Phi}{\Phi_0}}
\]

with \(I_{c1}\) and \(I_{c2}\) the critical currents through each junction and \(\Phi\) the applied flux. When a magnetic field is applied, we observe oscillations in the SQUID critical current with a periodicity of 190 \(\mu\text{T}\), which in the context of eq 1 implies an effective loop area \(\Delta B/\Phi_0 \sim 11 \mu\text{m}^2\). This value is in good agreement with the geometric loop area of 10 \(\mu\text{m}^2\). The critical current at \(\Phi = \Phi_0/2\) (destructive interference) is not fully suppressed to zero and the modulation depth varies from device to device. There are many factors that may contribute to this effect including asymmetries in the metal/graphene interface as well as subtleties associated with the current-phase relation in graphene and are the subject of further study. For a ballistic superconductor—graphene—superconductor junction, the current-phase relation is nonsinusoidal and depends on the peculiar Dirac nature of electrons in graphene. Our devices are in the diffusive regime where signatures of “Dirac” transport are not expected in the SQUID modulation curves. The modulation depth can be tuned with the electrostatic gate, allowing one to vary the SQUID sensitivity \(dI/d\Phi\) at fixed flux bias, potentially useful in increasing dynamic range and varying the coupling strength in quantum measurements.

We have presented the first graphene dc superconducting quantum interference device, a powerful future platform for nanoscale magnetometry and fundamental transport studies. SQUID devices can be used to probe the current-phase relation of graphene Josephson junctions and provide unique signatures of transport mechanisms and characteristic scattering lengths in single layer graphene. Compared to conventional SQUIDs based on embedded semiconductor 2D electron gases, graphene is simple to fabricate, electrically contact with high-transparency electrodes,\textsuperscript{7} and has the conduction layer directly accessible for functionalization. Finally, since graphene can be easily patterned by oxygen plasma or AFM oxidation and equipped with local gates, it is straightforward to fabricate multijunction circuits with tunable critical currents. For magnetometry applications, this patternability combined with the large critical currents observed indicate that higher signal-to-noise ratios can be obtained for spin detection compared to other nanoscale SQUIDs.\textsuperscript{8}
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